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Chung Hom Kok

       General
A series of coastal granite boulders in a fine 
setting. The rock has largely been smoothed 
by waves meaning it’s quite kind on the skin, 
which is rare for a Hong Kong Granite. Most 
landings are reasonable but spotters and mats 
are still recommended.

Approach
From Exchange Square, Central, take either the No. 63 or No. 262 bus to Chung Hom Kok. Stay 
on the bus through the village and alight at a small roundabout. There are two possible approaches 
from here depending on which area you are going to: 
Beach Boulders: Behind the bus stop, on the left of the roundabout, is a slightly overgrown footpath. 
Follow this down to a small beach and the scramble rightwards around the coastline. A degree of 
caution is required for this approach as most of the coastline is formed of slabs dipping into the 
sea. If no security guard is present at the Private Road an easier approach along this, and then 
down a slope next to the Satellite Station, is possible.
Coastline Crags: From the roundabout continue along Chung Hom Kok Road to its end, 25 minutes 
walk. Follow the steps at the end of the road down to the coastline and make a somewhat airy 
scramble leftwards to your chosen area (the easiest line is higher up just in the grass).
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Mitch LeBlanc on The Flake (V1). 
Photo: Stuart Millis
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Beach Boulders (Right) Map

A Brief History
Like many of the bouldering areas in Hong 
Kong, those at Chung Hom Kok have been 
periodically ‘rediscovered’ many times over 
the years.

However, probably the first serious development 
of this area was around 1997 when Geoff Breach 
began exploring the coastline. His explorations 
resulted in many of the lower grade classics such 
as The Jumper / Breach of the Peace etc., and 
word of mouth ensured at least a few visits over 
the following years.

The latest ‘rediscovery’ and phase of 
development happened during the summer of 
2004 when Stuart Millis and Mitch LeBlanc 
headed out there to investigate the area for 
this guide. During this re-exploration the pair 
added almost 30 problems, including nearly all 
those graded above V4. 

Geoff Breach on, probably, the first ascent of Geoff ’s 
Arete (circa. 1997) Photo: Geoff Breach Collection
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The Pier Boulders

The Wave

(1) V0 - 4c Start at the left end of the block and reach 
for good crimps on a flake. Top out above these.

(2) V1 * The central crack line has a slightly insecure 
feel to it. 

(3) V2 ** Thunderbird (sds). Start on good 
undercuts beneath the arete and slap you way up this, 
using the flake to the right and crack to the left. 

(4) V1 * Follow the corner / groove, being wary of a loose 
looking block high up. 

(5) V6 * The Mitchtrix (sds). Start sitting beneath a 
thin flake line. Slap your way up this, easier said than done, 
before reaching out right to finish on the slab. 

(6) V4 * (sds) Traverse the sloping lip on the short wall, 
make a hard move round the arete and finish up the slab. 

(7) VB - 4b * The short face at the right end of the wall 
is climbed on good, but small, flakes. 

(8) VB - 4a * The slabby groove / corner. 

(9) V1 *** Climb the arete to the left of the groove, on 
its left side, with thin moves near the top. 

(10) V1 *** The Mentalist. Follow a series of thin 
horizontal breaks up the right side of the big wall. 

(1) V1 * The Flake. Follow the hanging flake to a 
precarious finish.

(2) V2 * Start beneath the roof, at good holds on the lip 
of the right end of the lower boulder. Traverse the lip / crack 
leftwards to finish above the arete. 

(3) V4 *** (sds). An extension of Problem 2. Start sat 
on a boulder in the depths of the roof. Traverse the crack 
/ lip between the boulders, with difficult moves round the 
arete, to join and finish up Problem 2. 

(4) V6 * Patena. Follow a line of thin crimps to gain the 
break at the roof. Drop off or finish along the break.

(5) V3 *** Geoffs Arete. The excellent left arete of 
the boulder eases in difficulty after a thin start. 

(6) V3 *** Breach of the Peace. The slabby right 
arete of the face gives one of the best problems at Chung 
Hom Kok. Delicate smearing may or may not lead to the 
top.

(7) VB - 4a * The left arete of the face. 

Chung Hom Kok
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The Aretes

Odds & Sods Blocks

(1) V6 * Mistress of the Universe (sds) Sit start 
at a reasonable sidepull. From here use power and technical 
wizardry to climb the overhanging arete above . 

(1a) V3 * Masters of the Universe (sds) Start 
matched on the slopey rail. Make a high step and rock out 
left to a good sidepull. Finish directly above. 

(1) V5 ** Mr Fantastic (photo left) Start on the 
right side of the sloping shelf. Make powerful moves left 
along this to gain the blunt nose. Throw up a high right 
foot and make a commiting mantel / rock over onto the 
slab above. 

(1) VB - 4a * In the centre of the wall is a flake. Pleasant 
moves up this bring the top.

(2) VB - 4b * (sds) The angular arete of the lower 
block. 

(2) V4 ** The Power of Greyskull (sds) Undercut 
your way up the slanting crack / flake to gain the hanging 
slab above.

(2a) V7 * Heman (sds) Powerfully slap your way up 
the right side og the crack before making deparate moves 
up and onto the slab above.   
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Geoff Breach causing a ‘Breach of the Peace’ (V3) Photo: Geoff Breach Collection

Chung Hom Kok
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Mitch LeBlanc on ‘Groove and Flake’ (VB). Photo: Stuart Millis
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Chung Hom Kok

The Mothership
This is the boulder that spawned all other boulders. Its huge, so huge in fact that there’s not a 
single line up it yet. Some small one move wonder problems have been climbed on the flake in 
the middle of the overhanging face and potential exists for a few short problems up a crack and 
the arete left of this but, other than these, i’d recommend anyone intent on trying to climb it 
bring a rope and learn to defy the laws of gravity! 
Note: The photo’s foreshorten the height of the boulder for some reason, its actually about 40ft 
high (the oil drum in the left photo is over 1m in length). 

Beach Boulders (Left) Map
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The Pit

(1) V6/7 *** The Perfect Traverse (sds). Start sat 
on a boulder at the left side of the sloping lip. Slap your way 
along this to a dauntingly thin finish up the blunt arete. 

(2) V6 *  Destructive Tendancies (sds). Crawl 
into the small cave beneath the crack and then thugishly 
fight your way back out. Taping up is highly recommended 
in order to preserve any degree of skin cover on your 
hands. 

(3) V7/8 *** Dominatrix (sds). Follow good crimps 
up the arete until it is possible to make a very big move up 
and right to a distant, yet positive, hold. 

(4) V6 ** Some Like it Rough (sds). Follow the 
good crimps on the arete to the rounded lip. From here 
make a thin traverse left to the edge of the boulder and 
finish direct.

The Jumper
(1) V2 *** The Jumper. Success on the left arete of 
the face requires a slightly dynamic approach.

(2) VB *** Groove and Flake. The left slanting 
groove line provides a fine, if a little too short lived, 
problem.  

(3) V3 ** Short Slab. The short slab at the right side 
of the face. 
 

Mitch LeBlanc finds out that ‘Some Like it Rough’ (V6). 
Photo: Stuart Millis.

Mingo Wong flying high on ‘The Jumper’ (V2).
Photo: Stuart Millis
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(1) V1 *** Cure for a Sick Mind. The short hanging 
flake leads to a slopey top out.

(2) V2 ***  Virtual Insanity. Start stood on the 
pointy boulder opposite the large juggy flake. Make a leap 
of faith across the void to, hopefully, latch the flake itself. 
Finish easily above.  

Death Metal

(1) VB - 4a *** Desication. Follow the line of broken 
crack up the short wall

(2) V1 * (sds). Climb the short slightly overhanging 
arete, using some of the cracks and jugs on its right side.

(3) V3 *** Death Metal (sds). From a sit start follow 
the overhanging finger crack through the lip to a strenuous 
rock over / mantle to top out. 

The Pit

Jose Cabrita starting up ‘Inseamnia Low’ (V7) 
Photo: Stuart Millis

Chung Hom Kok

(4) V6  *** Inseamnia. Start on the sloping lip and, 
with great difficulty, get established in the scope / seam 
above. Only one move but more physically draining than 
climbing a route!

(4a) V7  *** Inseamnia Low. Start matched in the 
scoop beneath the groove and then move into Inseamnia.  
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Coastline Crags Map 

To Cheshire Homes
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The Long Wall

(1) V1 * 100ft Traverse. A left to right traverse of the 
long wall, following a series of horizontal breaks.

(2) VB - 4c ** Follow a line of horizontal breaks up the 
short wall at the left end of the crag. 

(3) V1 Start at the vertical flake line and climb the wall 
above, finishing up the short groove.

(4) V1 The vertical crack line at the right end of the 
wall.

An abundance of other problems / micro routes have also 
been climbed on this wall but, due to the lack of ‘distinct 
lines’, are not recorded in this guide. A little creativity should 
enable most climbers to find these problems.

Long Wall 
Block

Concrete
Shelter

Densely
Vegetated 
Slopes
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Chung Hom Kok

Suetman Li making some ‘Fairy Steps’ (V3) Photo: Stuart Millis
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Long Wall Block
(1) V3 *** Alien. Climb through the lip of the cave to 
a worrying finish above the slanting crack.

(1a) V7 *** Painful Birth. Start at a good, but small, 
slot with your left hand and positive holds in the roof crack 
with your right. Follow the crack through the roof of the 
cave, avoiding all contact with the wall behind you, to join 
the start holds of Alien. Finish up this.

(2) V3 ** Fairy Steps. From the lowest point on the 
slab make a rising left traverse to join a thin crack. Follow 
this to the top with some trepidation. 

(3) VB - 4a. The short groove at the right end of the 
face. 

(4) V3 ** Versus (sds). Start on the positive flake and 
rock left to good holds. Finish directly above.

(5) V6 *** Predator. From reasonable holds in the 
horizontal break, rock out right to the arete. From here 
a hard series of moves may or may not bring the good 
holds at the top.

(5a) V7/8 *** Predator (sds). Start with one hand in 
the crack on the left of the face and the other on the right 
arete. Pull up (from sitting) and paste your feet somewhere 
(the bendy will be able to do this before their bum leaves 
the floor!). Make some very hard moves into the horizontal 
break and finish as for Predator. 

(5b) V9 *** Predator Low (sds). Start even lower 
down! Climb into the cave and start on the two lowest 
slots. Hard moves out on reasonable holds leads to a 
desperate struggle to exit the cave and get onto Predator 
(sds). Finish up this.

(6) V8 ** Gut Solo. The terrifying groove on the left 
side of the face.  If you value your ankles, bring lots of mats 
as its high and hard.

Mitch LeBlanc wrestling with ‘Alien’ (V3) 
Photo: Stuart Millis



CHUNG HOM KOK - HILLSIDE SECTORS

Approach: Take a bus to the Chung Hom Kok Beach, Chung Hom Kok Road stop (served by busses 6, 6X, 
65 and 66 and various minibuses).  The bus stop is by a small roundabout; you’ll want to continue from 
this roundabout down Chung Hom Kok Road for about 3 minutes until you reach a small roadside park-
ing on the left hand side as indicated in the map above.  It is possible to take a taxi directly to this point.  At 
the corner of this parking, there’s a path that heads upward along a rocky outcrop.  For the Big Boulders 
head up this and then when the path branches at the top of the rocky outcrop take a right and follow the 
trail for 2-3 minutes.  For the other hillside sectors, keep on going uphill following the small trail - there is 
a T at the top of the hill - take the right.  Total time from the road to East Side is roughly 10 minutes, and a 
further 10-15 to get to West Side.  The trail is not in good shape - it’s tedious bringing big pads in - but it’s 
getting better every visit.

The Boulders:  The five-six sectors are located on public land and have a combined total of about 30 
climb-worthy boulders, with a few unclimbed projects and potential for more.  There’s a fair bit of variety 
in terms of the style of climbing, but only a few truly overhung lines - tends to be slabs, vertical or just off.  
Some of the better lines are a bit high, with a few of the lines 5+ meters tall.  The rock is sharp, crystally 
granite and can be sandy/friable; that said, most of the loose rock has already been pulled off and some 
of the boulders are of very good quality.  Given their exposed position, the rocks on the hillside dry very 
quickly after the rain.  

The Area: This area is not frequented by climbers, or others.  In over 10 visits there, I have yet to see an-
other person on the hillside.  Probably because of this, I have spotted 2 large snakes thus far while explor-
ing - I believe they are big pythons (1m+ long, 2-3 inches wide), but that’s unconfirmed.  Unlikely to be an 
issue, each time they’ve been in a hurry to get away from me, but it’s worth being alert nonetheless.  You do 
see the odd spider too, including the Giant Golden Orb Weaver - a scary looking spider that is not poison-
ous, but does occasionally weave large webs over sections of the path.   No problems with mosquitos in the 
hilltop sectors including the Big Boulders, but for the Roadside sector spray is imperative during mosquito 
season.  All the sectors except for Roadside have a nice breeze and great views; the setting at Roadside 
pales in comparison to the others, but the quality of the problems there is good enough to make it worth a 
visit.

EAST SIDE

BIG 
BOULDERS

CENTRAL

WEST SIDE

ROADSIDE

Fenced in 
Private Land

Parking

THE SLOPES



Terminology/Grading: If the problem is marked (sds) it was done with a butt-on-the-ground sit down 
start.  For the stand starts, unless explicitly mentioned, they were done pulling on to the wall first (i.e. 
no “hopping” for the next holds.  For those marked project, those with question mark grades have been 
tried, those with V?? have not been.  Temporary names have been assigned to some projects but whoever 
sends them should feel free to rename.  The approach was to aim for grades that were at least as stiff as 
those of the other HK areas.  The goal of course though was to grade consistently within the guide itself 
- please send feedback so that the consistency of these grades can be improved.  Problems numbered 
sequentially are on the same boulder.  The stars indicate the quality of the problem: 1 = poor, 2 = ok, 3 = 
really good.  

Approximate Grade Breakdowns: 
V0-V2:  (20 problems)
V3-V5: (16 problems)
V6 and up: (5 problems)
Projects (only counting those tried): (10 problems)

Best of the Area:  Size Matters (sds) V2, The CHV Arete V3, Dragon Eye (sds) V4, Shafted V4, No Brain, 
Your Gain (sds) V4, Roadside Crack (Project) V4ish, The Undertaker (sds) V4, Polar Bears Love Ice (sds) 
V4, Crystal Clear (sds) V6, The Groove V6, Smear Campaign V8, Pure Campaign V8+, Living Small 
(sds) V8+

Development: The area was initially discovered and developed by Royce Ferguson, with big thanks to: 
Will Jones, Geoffrey Tang, Dee Hon, Perry Tong, Chris Jenks, Teremoana Seguin, Emil Wong, Wong 
Ming 0, William Copeland and Gary Siu.  The three hardest line Living Small (sds), Smear Campaign 
and Pure Campaign were FAed by William Copeland.

Contact: Any feedback on the grades, updates as to what gets done or discovered, or questions, please 
email me directly via royce.ferguson@gmail.com or post on the HKC forums.  Would be great to keep 
this up to date.  (last update:  January 7th 2012)

Above, view from the Central Boulders
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Host to four quality boulders, this small area has 
by far the easiest approach of any of the sectors 
- from the parking spot described earlier, walk 
directly across the road and 10 meters down into 
the brush.  For the truly keen: lines 3 on A1, 1 
on A2, and most of 1 on A3 stay dry with a light 
drizzle - heavy downpours cause runoffs that 
spread everywhere though.  Sadly, being by the 
road, there is trash about - please help carry away 
whatever you can.
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B4
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TO EAST SIDE

ROCKY OUTCROP

(ROAD)
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Another quickly accessible area.  A lot of rock... 
should be possible with some creativity to add to 
this list.  B4 is way out of the realm of bouldering 
- it has a few bolts on top, and one face in particu-
lar looks like it’d have some amazing lines on it.

1
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A1

(above - Royce Ferguson on the Roadside Crack)

1. Roadside Crack (PROJECT) *** (V4?) - Starting from the furthest left, traverse the entirety of 
the main crack to finish as for 3.  Not that hard, but has been wet everytime it’s been tried.  Varia-
tions exist exiting early (exit A ~ V??, B ~ V??, C ~ V??).  The variations would require cleaning.

2. The Seam (PROJECT) * (V5?) - Start with both hands in a small seam - paste your feet on noth-
ings - and crank straight up and into the main crack from line 1. 

3. Right Arete * V0 - Climb the right arete, staying on its left side.  

A2

1. Unnamed (sds) (PROJECT) ** (V7?) - Sit down start 
with a good left undercling and a good slopey ledge for the 
right.  Head straight up and then veer left towards an obvi-
ous finishing jug while keeping true to the arete. Current 
high point is slapping for the poor hold below the finishing 
jug.  See picture next page.

2. Shafted *** V3/V4 - Climb the slab from a stand with 
poor crimps and ok feet.  Balance up and left over progres-
sively poorer holds until you obtain the good edge near the 
curve in the crack.  Once established there, it’s a few deep 
breaths and then straight up and over via easy but intimidat-
ing moves.  See picture next page.



A4

1. PROJECT * (V??) - This 4 meter tall problem is nestled on 
top of the slabs on the backside of the big A3 boulder.  The prow 
is more overhanging than it looks in the picture - head straight 
up it from a stand with positive edges that all seem to face the 
wrong way.  May be very hard, but worth a look if you’re feeling 
strong.

A3

1. PROJECT *** (V??) - The picture to the left does not do this 
line justice - it’s a big line.  A very high (8 or 9 meters?) steeply 
overhanging crack over a sloped sandy landing.  It’s hard, and will 
require pads and balls or a toprope.   A more manageable project 
(V5?) is to try and simply match the ledge at about the 3-4 meter 
point.

(left - Will Jones entering the crux sequence of Shafted, middle - Perry Tong on the Unnamed A2 Boulder Project. (slapping 
for the top hold in the picture is the current high point), right - Royce Ferguson on the FA of Shafted).

1

1



B1

B2

1.  Size Matters (sds) *** V2 - Start sat with good feet, a 
right hand undercling and a left hand sloper.  Move up to 
left hand edge, and a right hand sloper and finish straight 
up.  May be harder for the shorter.  A great problem.

B2

2. The Scoop ** V2 - De-
ceptively hard climbing. 
Start from the positive 
holds in the scoop and 
head right over slopers 
(exit A).  Do not fall on the 
last move.  One can also 
finish straight (exit B) for 
a slightly less committing 
line of the same grade.

1

2

(right - Wong Ming O on a quick 
repeat of The Scoop)

(top - Teri on the stand start to Size Matters)

6. Fruit Ninja (sds) ** V3 - One 
of the rare ok traverses.  From the 
low juggy crescent, head up to the 
slanting crack, and then towards 
the arete.  Problem is over once 
you have turned the arete. Slightly 
exposed. 

6

A

B



B2

3. Easy Variation * V1 - Traverse 
into the end of NBYG on big holds.

4. No Brain, Your Gain (sds) *** V4 
- An awesome problem.  From a sit 
with a good left pocket and the arete 
for your right, head straight up to a 
committing crux throw out left to 
join line 3.  The boulder to the right 
of the crack is off.  Worth having a 
big pad and a spotter. PROJECT: The 
direct line of NBYG (V6?).  There are 
obvious holds to use, but it’s defi-
nitely harder.

5. Ugly Sister (sds) * V2 - Sit with 
arete and whatever is reachable for 
the right.  Climb straight up the right 
arete, without the boulder to the left 
of crack.

3

54

(Above - Will Jones setting off on the FA of No Brain, Your Gain.)



B2

B5

8. Warzone (sds) * V3 - Start 
with right hand as in the picture 
to the right, and left hand at an 
equivalent height on the arete 
(arms form a straight line).  
Bump up the arete until you are 
in a position to rock over onto 
the slab.  

(right - Will Copeland on the FA of 
Warzone)

9

B61. Warmup ** - Head straight 
up from the jug left of problem 
2. 

2. So Not High ** (Project) - start-
ing from an OK gaston, a poor 
crimp and a high foot head straight 
up past poor slopers.   Believed to 
be v-very-hard but doable.

3. Bloody Knuckles ** V3 - Start-
ing from the base of the crack at 
the right arete, follow the crack up 
and out.  Slightly committing.  Not 
in fact painful as the name would 
suggest.

4. Project - line right of number 3.

2 3

B7

1. The Groove *** V6 - Start 
with both hands in the groove 
on the right.  Head straight up 
and right to good slopers.  The 
groove on the left is on - but 
was not found to help, and not 
used in the FA.  One of the 
better problems at CHK.

(left - Chris Jenks on the starting 
holds of the Groove )



EAST SIDE

PARKING

CENTRAL

From the rocky outcrop described 
in the Big Boulders map, take the 
small dirt trail that leads uphill.  
Keep going on this for about 5 min-
utes until it merges into a trail head-
ing right.  From there it’s 3 minutes 
to the boulders.

The map of this area (like the oth-
ers) is not to scale, nor does it depict 
all of the boulders.  Relative posi-
tions, coupled with the pics in the 
guide, should hopefully be enough 
to help you find your bearings. 
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C1

C2

C3

1. Won’t Go Quietly * V3 - Starting from the break attain 
the second break.  A one move wonder. 

2. PROJECTS ** - The extended version of 1 going over the 
bulge itself is a hard project (v??).  The proper sit down start 
has almost gone and needs to be done too (v6?).

1. Arete A (sds) * V0 - A nice 
one move problem, just too 
short.  Crux is pulling off the 
ground.  The line just right of 
this has been done at VB, too.

2. Arete B (sds) * V1 - Harder 
than the other, but exactly the 
same description. (update: key 
foot hold has broken, not sure 
if still possible...)

1. Humper ** V2 - Starting 
with positive but small holds 
in the middle of the face, 
make a move up to the sloping 
lip and mantle it out. 

(left - William Copeland on Humper)



C3

C4

C4

2. No Solution ** V2 - The arete to the left of Humper, and 
the right of Living Small. Start with a seam for your left, and 
the arete at an equivalent height for your right.  May be hard 
for the grade.

3. Living Small (sds) *** V8+ -  Start sat at the base of the 
prow and head straight up via compression and small holds.  
The stand goes at V4.  One of the better lines.

3

2

1. Easy Corner ** V0 - Start right 
hand with a good (but high) edge.  
Stacking pads allowed if you can’t 
reach it.  Top it out.

2. Thumper ** V1 - Start matched 
on a good sloper.  Paste your feet 
on the wall, pull on, and fire up 
and left to the slopey lip. 

1

3. PROJECT * - the arete in the back of the Thumper boul-
der has a possible line that could go.  Looks fingery.  There 
may also be some lines worth doing on the boulder to the 
left of this with the overhang - nothing has been done there 
yet.

(left - Teri Seguin on a quick FA of Easy 
Corner

(above - Chris Jenks on the small holds of Living Small)

3



C6

C7

1. PROJECT * (V??) - From a 
stand, climb straight up over a 
so-so landing.  Not obvious how 
a line would go.

2. Unnamed ** V1 - From the 
huge jug at the lip, make a move 
up and left to a poor sloper.  
From there continue up past 
grainy slopers and dishes to the 
top.  

1.  V Tennie ** V3 - Start stand-
ing with two slopers, pull on, 
and head straight up.  The arete 
and the separate boulder to the 
right are off limits.

1

1

1

2

C5

1. Toasted (sds) ** V1/V2 - From the break pop up to 
the sloping lip, and top it out.  The grade ranges from 
V1 to V2 depending on where on the break you start - 
the further right, the easier it becomes.  For the V2 the 
starting left hand is the very left end of the break.

(left - Toby Jackson on the starting 
holds of V Tennie)



Will Jones trying to keep quiet on the sds to “Won’t Go Quietly”.



CENTRAL

The trail from East Side goes right between the obvious D1 and D2 boulders.   D3 is 
slightly harder to find - but not much.  It’s a 1 minute walk downhill from D2, hidden 
behind some bushes/other boulders.

D3

D1 D2

to East Side

to West Side

1

3

5

2 1
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to The Slopes

D4



D1

1. Pain Campaign ** V4 - Starting at the hueco, head straight up.  For the V4 grade, the block at 
the base of the boulder is off - with it, the problem is V3.  See picture end of this section.

2. Smear Campaign *** V8 - Start at the slopey rail and fire out to the left via a poor right smear as 
per original FA.  Or, campus it.

3. Pure Campaign *** V8+ - Start with left hand on sloper from 2, right hand on a crimp and 
make a move for the lip.

4. Beached Lightyear ** V1 - Run and jump for the top.

D1

5.  Meat Hook ** V4 - High start standing with a good 
right hand and a slopey left in a compressed position.  
Rock up and left via thuggish heel hooking. 

1

2

3

4

(left - Dee Hon in the crux of Meat Hook)



D2

D2

1 2

6

3

D1

6. Frodo Lives (PROJECT) ** (V8?) - the left 
side of the arete from a crouching start, with 
moon shaped slopey edge for the left and the 
arete for the right.

1. Sandy Crack  (sds) ** V2 - from a sit with 
good sidepulls/underclings follow the crack up 
and left, topping out over knobs and slopers. 
A harder alternative exit (1A) may be possible, 
hasn’t been tried.

2.  (PROJECT) sds *** (V??) - Same start as 1, 
but this time head up and right.  Not yet been 
tried.

3. Polar Bears Love Ice (sds) *** V4 - Sit down at the 
first break and then head straight up and left to the blunt 
nose.  The top is the definite crux.

(below - Will Jones on the crux of Polar Bears Love Ice)

A



(above - Perry Tong trying the V3 variation of Pain Campaign, below - Will Jones on the FA of Beached Lightyear)

D3

1. Crystal Clear (sds) *** 
V6 - One of the better lines.  
Sit down start matched on 
a good edge in the middle 
of the face.  Slap your right 
hand to the arete and then 
work your way straight up 
using both the arete and the 
poor slopers higher up the 
face.

1



THE SLOPES

1

E2

E1

2
34

1

2

3

to Central

There are quite a few boulders on The Slopes.  Probably the area with the most poten-
tial for future development.  The two best established boulders are sketched out in the 
not very detailed map above.  A few other boulders have been climbed on, but noth-
ing worthy of the guide yet.  It’s about a 5 minute walk from the E1 boulder to the E2 
boulder.

SAND PATCH

small trail

FLAT ROCKY SURFACE



E2

1. The Undertaker V4 (sds) *** - Climb the proud 
crack line from a sit below the vertical seam.  The 
stand goes at V3.  Perfect granite, good landing.  One 
of the better lines of the area.  There is also an im-
pressive looking highball seam, around the left hand 
corner of this boulder.

E1

E1

(above - Chris Jenks on the FA of The Undertaker stand)

1

3.  The CHV Arete (left) ** V1 - Climb the arete, 
sticking on its left side.  An easy start leads to a com-
mitting crux finish.

4. PROJECT * - Climb the middle of the slab without 
either arete.  Not tried.

1. Warmup Slab  (also the descent)

2. The CHV Arete *** V3 - An awesome 
problem reminiscent of Cresent Arete at 
Stanage.   Balance your way up the tall 
rounded left arete on its right side.

1

34

2



WEST SIDE

F1 F2
F3

F7

trail eventually leads to 
Cheshire Homes

to Central
(3 mins)

1

1
1

2

2

34

1 2

It’s hard to miss the F1 boulder - it’s the massive boulder that you can see from 
the Central boulders, and the path runs right past it.

The other boulders are a bit harder to find.  For F7, continue down the trail from 
F1 away from Central - at one point you will see rocky ground to your left - this 
is where you want to break away from the path.  The wavy line in the diagram is 
not a path -it’s the easiest approach discovered that involves a scramble down a 
rocky ramp between 2 boulders.
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34
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F1

Nothing has been tried on the face to the 
left due to a combination of not great quality 
rock, and committing highballs.  The lines are 
probably not that hard though.

1.  Arete ** V0 - Climb the arete, staying on its right side.

2. PROJECT ** (V??) - the high overhung shield has a crack running up its left hand side.  Looks 
high and committing.  More of a trad line than a bouldering line.

3. Dragon Thigh (sds) ** V3 - Sit with crack to left, and sloper on the right arete.  Straight up via 
underclings, slopers, heelhooks and both aretes/cracks.  Same finish as problem 4.

4. Dragon Eye (sds) *** V4 - Start sat with the crack and a ledge for your left hand.  Pull on and 
head straight upwards using both the crack and slopers out left. Problem is over once you are 
standing on the shelf halfway up.



F7

F2

F3

1. Stepping Stones - the easy slab has 
been done feet & knees only (no hands, 
elbows, etc).

1

1

1

2

2

1. Warmup Slab * VB - the 
center of the slab without the 
right arete.

2. The Flake * V1 - From a 
high stand with an unnerv-
ingly loose flake, move straight 
up, sticking left of the crack 
to the right (the crack is off).  
The flake has held up under 82 
kilos of pressure thus far!

1. PROJECT ** (V??) - the 
crack line looks high and do-
able.  Not yet tried.

2. PROJECT ** (V5?) - the 
slab should go starting from 
an obvious edge and follow-
ing the scoop.  It’s been tried 
unsuccesfully a few times 
though.



Chris Jenks sticking the crux throw of Living Small (stand)


